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Who is this presentation for? 

Oboists who are making reeds but who have not 
yet become “reed independent”. 

  

– Oboists who have never made reeds may find this 
a bit overwhelming: hang in there! 

– Fully independent reed makers will find most or all 
of this information is review. 



Practical Reed Adjustment Tips 

(No pun intended!) 
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Four Reed Woes 

• My reed is hard and flat! 

• My reed is dull/stuffy but I don’t want to make 
it flatter! 

• My reed is bright and I can’t stand it!  

• My reed is soft and sharp! 



The Hard and Flat Reed 

• Can indicate a critical failure caused by the gouge, 
shape, staple, or tie. 

HOWEVER: 
• Often is actually due to an opening that is too large 

(even if the tip opening looks average) 
– Possible solutions: reduce opening manually (may spring 

back open), scrape structure of reed (risky but sometimes 
useful), make staple rounder with pliers (permanently 
disfigures staple), add wire and use it to close the reed. 

• Also is frequently caused by an overly thick tip 
– Possible solutions: thin tip. Focus on keeping sides/end the 

thinnest, and on maintaining a healthy separation from the 
heart. 

 



Did you say…wire?! 

• Wires are commonly used on English horn reeds in the 
United States, and also on many European-style oboe 
reeds. 

• Though my standard reeds for sale do not have wires, I 
sometimes add them to my personal reeds to help 
control the opening. 

• For oboe reeds, I find 30 gauge brass or stainless steel 
wire to be ideal. 

• To add a wire: wrap the wire twice around the base of 
the finished reed right where the scrape meets the 
bark. Then, twist the ends together. It should be snug 
to the cane without visibly pinching it. 
 



Using a Wire to Close a Reed 



Scraping to Fix a 
Hard and Flat Reed 
 

•Before using this adjustment, 
make sure the opening is not 
simply too large. 

•Keep the sides and corners of 
the tip the thinnest. 

•Keep the center of the tip 
the thickest (but don’t allow a 
thick visible spine to form). 

•You will probably need to clip 
the reed when you are done: 
check the pitch of the crow! 

 



The Stuffy/Dull (not sharp) Reed 

• It is relatively easy to reduce stuffiness by 
scraping the heart or structure, but this 
usually makes the reed flatter. 

• Usually a reed that is stuffy and not sharp has 
too much near the center of the tip 

– When scraping this area, still avoid the exact 
centerline of the reed. 

– Also take care not to make a cliff between the 
heart and tip. 



Scraping to Fix a 
Stuffy/Dull not Sharp 

Reed 

•Keep the end of the tip 
thinner than the part nearest 
the heart. 

•Keep the centerline of the 
reed SLIGHTLY thicker than 
what’s around it at first, 
though if the stuffiness 
persists you can try thinning 
that area as well. 

•Do not allow the scraped 
area to become visibly thinner 
than the sides of the tip. 



The “Bright” Reed 

• “Bright” in oboespeak usually just means “bad”.  
• “Bright” reeds usually have more wrong with 

them than just tone. Focus on solving the 
functional problems, and the tone will likely 
resolve itself! 

• If the tone is truly the main problem, scraping the 
sides of the tip is the most likely solution 
– This will also improve response and possibly change 

the pitch and/or resistance. 
– It can backfire if the scraping creates too much 

difference between the tip and heart. 



Scraping to Fix a Reed 
with Bright Tone 

•Before scraping, think 
seriously about other 
functional problems 
(response, pitch, strength) the 
reed may have, and adjust 
those first. 

•Keep the corners of the tip 
thinner than the area where 
the tip and heart meet. 

•Take care not to make a 
“cliff” between the tip and 
heart: this may cause 
problematic “tip noises” like 
chirps, and can reduce 
vibration uncomfortably. 



The Soft and Sharp Reed 

• First be honest: is the reed just too old? 
• These reeds are usually very difficult to save 
• They almost always have a very small opening 
• If the reed is brand new and longer than your 

normal finished reeds, try cutting it closer to 
length. If this increased the strength, you may be 
able to scrape the heart and/or tip enough to 
lower the pitch. 

• A wire is a great option for a good reed that is 
simply too closed. 



Using a Wire to Open a Reed 



Questions? Comments? 

Slides available at sweeneyoboereeds.com * Email 
support@sweeneyoboereeds.com with questions! 



Some Reed Adjustment 
Philosophy 



Reed Independence is AWESOME!!! 

• Imagine being in control of how many working 
reeds you have, without waiting for your next 
lesson or USPS delivery 

• Imagine being able to build your own 
preferences for strength and tone into those 
reeds 

• Imagine enjoying the feeling of competence 
that comes with mastering a difficult skill 

 



Some Validation: Reed Making is 
HARD!!! 

• Knife technique takes practice 

• Small changes yield big results 

• Each change causes multiple results 

• Based on the balance of the reed, the same 
change can have different results in different 
situations. 

• Each reed is different from every other 

• Describing the end goal clearly is difficult 

 

 



Practice, Practice, Practice! 

• According to oboe pedagogue Martin Schuring, it 
takes about 1,000 reeds to achieve “reed 
independence” 
– That’s three reeds a day, every day, for about three 

years! 

• The improvement in results is gradual (you will 
have some playable reeds before the 1,000 
mark). 

• Be mindful of your personal limits, and also be 
aware that the more you practice, the sooner you 
will reach complete reed independence. 



Generating the Willingness to Make 
Mistakes 

• At first, having a reliable source of good reeds is 
critical. 

• Later, NOT having a reliable source of reeds may be 
equally important for some people! 

• Learn to see failed reeds as part of the process. 
• Make sure your supply of materials takes into account 

a reasonable amount of failure for your level of 
experience. 

• Set aside some time and materials for 
experimentation. 

• If fear is getting in the way, act opposite to the fear. 
 



Avoiding Extra Frustration 

• DON’T work on reeds when you are feeling 
very emotional. Anger is especially 
problematic! 

• Know when to step away from the reed desk 

– For me this is when I’m starting to feel tired or 
when I notice I’m making a series of mistakes I 
know to avoid. 

• Use a sharp knife. 



Final Thoughts 

• Reed adjustment is possible to learn, even if you feel 
you have a disadvantage 
– I had poor coordination and visual skills working against 

me! 

• You will make SOME good reeds even before you reach 
your first thousand! 

• Even though adjustment may seem bewildering, reeds 
do obey a set of logical rules which can be learned with 
practice. 

• When you are finally able to free yourself from 
dependence on a teacher or reed maker for reeds, it 
can be absolutely exhilarating! 
 
 

 



Questions? Comments? 

Slides available at sweeneyoboereeds.com * Email 
support@sweeneyoboereeds.com with questions! 


